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ACT Strategy Session

PSAT® Scores, Now What

AP® Strategy Session

In this presentation, we give students some basic
strategies which will help improve scores on their
next practice or official exam. These are excellent
follow-up programs to our SAT or ACT Practice
Tests.

In this informative session, we will discuss
analyzing score reports, qualifying for National
Merit®, and using PSAT®  scores as a launching
point for SAT and ACT Prep.

AP students who have succeeded all year long in
their classes still need to prepare for the actual
exam. In this presentation, students will learn
about the strategies for AP Exams that can earn
scores that equate to college credit.
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SAT Strategy Session
In this presentation, we give students some basic
strategies which will help improve scores on their
next practice or official exam. These are excellent
follow-up programs to our SAT or ACT Practice
Tests.

Cracking the Test Week
Click on the events below to register

Monday 10 PM EST

Tuesday 8 PM EST

Wednesday 8 PM EST

Thursday 8 PM EST
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Scan the QR Code for more
information on upcoming events.

DECEMBER 4
Sunday 8 PM EST

SAT®, ACT®, or Both?
Should you take the SAT, ACT, or both? In this
session, we will discuss the truths and
misconceptions, similarities and differences, and
the strategies that improve scores on both tests.
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